The Thai Public Sector in the 4.0 Era

Health Check-up for a Stronger System

- Implement detailed infrastructure project appraisals
- Ensure that procurement systems are transparent
- Involve citizens in monitoring public projects using innovative tech
- Implement AEC commitments to liberalize trade and deregulation
- Eliminate outdated rules for ease of doing business
- Restructure social protection agency mandates

The Public Sector Gridlock

1980
The system was leaps ahead of neighboring countries

2015
The system lags behind neighboring countries

Reforms take more time and important projects are delayed

Reducing Inefficiency

An inefficient government is one of the top 3 concerns for companies followed by political uncertainty and corruption

Investors change their investment destinations and jobs decline

Strengthen our public sector’s health to achieve Thailand 4.0 transformation

SOURCE: Thailand Systematic Country Diagnostic 2016, World Bank
For more information, visit www.worldbank.org/thailand
http://www.flaticon.com/